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L'archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est destinée au dépôt età la diffusion de documents scientifiques de niveau recherche, publiés ou non, emanant desétablissements d'enseignement et de recherche français ouétrangers, des laboratoires publics ou privés. [3] for spectral diffusion in spin systems, we divide the two level systems into two classes A and B : A contains the 2 level defects whose splitting energy is in resonance with the applied field-acoustic (resp. electric) for the acoustic (resp. electric) dipolar echoes. The number of A defects is small and largely diluted in the sample and the interactions between them may be ignored. But they are coupled [4] to the B defects via the elastic strain of the medium usually described by a hamiltonian Y~ ~ ~ where the 5~ are the diagonal Pauli operators in the representation of the two states of the defects. Transitions between the two levels of the B defects induce fluctuating local fields at the level of the A defects. The frequency distribution of the excited packet of A defects therefore becomes broader due to the dephasing effect of fluctuations of the local field. It is assumed that the system is of T1-type : i.e. the rate of fluctuations is caused by the spin-phonon coupling. This scheme constitutes the basic model proposed first by Black and Halperin [5] for explaining the phonon echoes first discovered by Golding and Graebner [6] . However, they focus attention on the short time regime where r, the delay time between the two pulses, is shorter than the shortest thermal B spin 7"i of the Tl-distribution : In this regime they . found that the decay of the echo amplitude is given by :
where a is a coefficient taking into account all the ingredients of the coupling between the 2 level defects. This regime has been studied in previous experiments by Golding and Graebner [6] and Schickfus et al. [7] but several recent experiments of Bernard et al. [1, 8] at lower temperatures of dielectric echoes in glasses, and in smoky quartz [9] [10] ).
In the Black and Halperin paper [5] , this regime is qualified as « a roughly exponential decay bounded from below by exp(-n -1/3 ~Ti r) ~ in their notation. However the expression and its derivation are not satisfactory because while they use the cut-off for the T I-distribution as well as an extrapolation of the coefficient m from the short time regime to this intermediate regime [ [13] using the 1/~ range of the interaction energy and the details of the calculation will not be repeated here.
Let us write :
where Crms = V/ Ci2j-&#x3E; is an average value of the coupling constant and PA another average dipole moment of A defects. Both factors define an average dipolar local field.
The Laplace transform of f (2 r), F(6) has been derived in reference [13] for E and W fixed (see (15) and (16) Now the inverse Laplace transform gives for the echo amplitude :
As no kT can be interpreted as the average number of excited two level systems at temperature T, the product Crms JlA ~B no kT represents the average interaction energy among the thermally excited two level systems : it is the inhomogeneous thermal linewidth of the problem. Very striking is the disappearance of any mechanism of relaxation process in (12) : this comes formally from the fact that r is well inside the hyperbolic distribution law of relaxation times.
3. Disordered substances. -The original model of Anderson, Halperin, Varma and Philips [14] introduced two tunnelling parameters : L1 the asymmetry energy and the tunnelling coupling energy given by L1 0 = 1ïwo e -).. The energy splitting is obtained by the relation E = (A 2 + Ag)1/2. It is assumed that L1 and A'are uniformely distributed between two limits ÀMIN ~ ÀMAX. The defect-lattice relaxation time T1(E, À) is given in reference [5] W = Tl 1(E, ~) -AE3 e-2c~-~MIN&#x3E; coth (E/2 kB T) . (13) The distribution can be rewritten in terms of the variables E and W :
where WMAX is obtained from (13) 
